
 

 
The Spirit of LVS 
Ascot Awards
Celebrating outstanding achievements 2020-21



Welcome from School Principal, Christine Cunniffe
What a year! Again. Another one. A year of unprecedented challenge for 
absolutely everyone. This brochure highlights the significant achievement 
of our pupils and that achievement spreads far beyond the confines of 
this print. 

No printed material can ever capture the true 
spirit of LVS Ascot with its inextricable fusion 
of academic excellence, positive wellbeing 
and exhaustive enrichment; an atmosphere 
of excitement, enthusiasm, discovery and 
care of each other. 
 

I don’t want to look back over this year – aspiration 
is current and forward thinking. We are moving 
forward into a new period of our lives – a time 
of recovery and rejuvenation; a place of endless 
opportunity and growth. The future is bright – 
let’s grab it. 

Proud to be LVS Ascot!
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Well, where do I start... so much has happened in our lives since 
last we spoke or even actually met face to face and had a chance 
to socialise and reflect on what has happened in the world... 
and to think in spite of events, how lucky some of us have been.
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For a long time now, people have been saying ‘I can’t wait to 
get back to normal’. Well, I for one don’t want things to return 
to the way they once were; I hope and pray that we take the 
lessons and challenges of the past year or so and create a 
new normal. My goal is to appreciate more, love harder and 
truly value the daily abundance of blessings that we so easily 
overlooked just a short time ago. I hope that the next time  
a friend grabs and pulls you in for a hug, take the time to 
treasure the gift of their presence and hug them back. One 
day you and I will tell our story of how we overcame what 
we went through and in the future our story will be 
someone else’s guide for life.

I hope you don’t mind the fact that I have included these 
following words which are especially for our parents and 
for that matter, our teachers too. In 20 years’ time people 
will not ask the children of 2020/2021 if they caught up 
with studies; they will not ask them what grades they made 
despite the year away from regular school; they will ask them 
with wonder ‘what was it like?’ They will ask them ‘how did 
you cope?’, ‘how did you feel?’ and ‘what do you remember of 
those days’. They will listen in awe to the tales of clapping on 
doorsteps for all the medical workers and all others who still 
help regardless of the circumstances for the benefit of others.

They will listen in amazement to hear of daily walks being the 
only outside life we saw and how much we missed human 
contact and gatherings. The empty supermarkets, online 
concerts, birthdays spent on a screen and life lived inside.  
They will listen and say, ‘wow, you went through so much’. 
So, parents and teachers, think about what you would like 
your children to take away from this whole year. If it were 

me, I would tell them they are not behind, that they are 
not missing out, that they are extremely special indeed 
and that they will be forever made stronger by this unique 
time. I’d tell them that catching up is not even a ‘thing’ 
because they have grown so much in so many ways. 
Remind them of the fun stuff, the family jigsaws, the 
window rainbows, the Zoom Bingo and the feeling of 
safety and togetherness amidst the chaos. Let them take 
that thought with them through life. We need to change 
that narrative now... it will travel far. Tell our children they 
are not behind. Who you are as a person is far more 
important than what you do for a living and our children 
are special... they are so, so special.

I wrote what I am about to say next for last Year’s Presidents 
Day and Celebration Day. Due to circumstances beyond our 
control I was not able to use them. I am, however, more 
than sure they are as relevant this year as last and I would 
like to share some of them with you if you don’t mind.

Education and schools are often criticised for being staid 
and resistant to change. An example is the continued 
old-fashioned practice of the long summer holidays so  
that school children were able to help the farmers with 
harvesting the crops, potato picking, hop picking and  
all manner of work to keep the country fed and watered. 
However, July and August are not the traditional harvesting 
times in the UK. It is believed that due to the heat being 
generated in the cities as the population expanded, it 
became unbearable and families needed to escape these 
oppressive conditions. Whatever the rationale, the practice 
remains despite growing evidence that students and 
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parents would benefit enormously from having those 
holidays better spread throughout the year.

Covid-19 has dominated our newspapers and televised 
programmes for the last year and we have faced it head on, 
quickly developing strategies that improved our education 
system. In my opinion this overhaul was long overdue; 
before Covid-19 there was a consensus amongst many 
educationalists that education needs drastic change  
and pandemic certainly made inroads into that.

There is a very strong argument that teachers cannot 
ever be replaced, and I agree wholeheartedly with this, 
but online teaching and the use of technology will have 
a more significant place in our teaching of our young 
people going into the future beyond Covid-19. A mix 
of both systems – blended learning – has allowed 
more able students to be stretched further whilst 
those struggling with a concept or idea can work 
through the content at their own pace.

What about the future? I do not have the answers, but 
I do know that a crisis forces us to adapt. To that end 
I will be encouraging our staff to consider and debate 
some areas such as:

1. There is no doubt that technology will play a key 
role in educating future generations – how will 
this affect your department, subject area and 
pastoral responsibilities?

2. The role of educator will change under the increasing  
use of technology – how will this be endorsed by your 
departmental staff?

3.  What do you as educators need to teach, in order to 
prepare our students for the future?

What exactly are we preparing our students for? In the 
Dell Technologies report (March 2021), it states some 85% 
of jobs in 2030 have not yet been developed. The World 
Economic forum reports that 65% of children will be 
working in jobs that do not exist today. There is an ever-
increasing demand for new schools with bigger and better 
facilities. With students attending school for approximately 
6 hours per day, maybe we could run 2 schools on the 
same site; morning school from 8am to 1pm and those 
students then use the empty local leisure, music and 
theatre venues in the afternoon. The afternoon school, 
1pm to 5pm, would operate in the same way but use the 
local facilities in the morning. This arrangement would also 
overcome the research relating the negative aspects of 
forcing teens to start in the early morning and how this 
can damage their learning.

It is likely that employers will see many of their employees 
working remotely to a greater extent in the future. Can 
education operate a similar pattern of 4 days attendance 
and 1-day online teaching? It is difficult to know at this 

moment in time what would be acceptable to school 
headteachers, staff, officials and hundreds of education 
organisations in the months and years ahead. Now 
don’t  panic, LVS Ascot has the perfect offering for 
today’s challenges. It was just my thoughts and as a 
former girl guide, thinking about those schools that 
less fortunate. I’m a great believer in being prepared. 
So many questions to which we must find the answers.

Having watched how our fantastic team here at LVS Ascot 
have handled the daily changes brought about by Covid-19 
and all the other happenings beyond their control, I have 
no doubt we will prevail. I am so immensely proud of and 
grateful to you all. 

This is the second year of Centre Assessed Grades, 
named Teacher Assessed Grades (TAGs) this year, and 
we are tremendously proud in how Year 11 and Year 13 
pupils have conducted themselves through a turbulent 
time, for the second year running, learning online and 
taking assessments both on-site and remotely. This has 
not been a normal year for pupils, but it has been a steep 
learning curve for us all and once again the resilience of 
our students has shone through. Who knows, could this 
be the start of major reform of the exam system? Please 
don’t hold your breath though.

Lockdowns have prevented the normal co-curricular agenda, 
but we have continued online. The boarding programme 
included bingo, quizzes, live PT streaming from the theatre 
and bake-offs. Co-curricular clubs did not stop across the 
school and fully engaged our school community parents 
too! Trips are beginning to be planned for the next 
academic year and we are looking forward!

So, in conclusion, the truth is that I don’t want things to 
return to what they once were. I hope and pray that we take 
the lessons and challenges of the year or so with Covid-19 
and keep all the positives to create a new normal. My goal 
is to appreciate more, love harder and truly appreciate the 
daily abundance of blessings rediscovered and so easily 
overlooked just a short time ago. 

We will look back one day and realise how hard is was  
and just how well you did. None of it though was without  
the help of our families, our teachers, our office staff, grounds 
and domestic staff, literally everyone. Everyone went the 
extra mile.

I thank you from the  
bottom of my heart.

Anita Adams  
Chair of Education, LVS Ascot
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As adults we so often underestimate 
the ability of our children to cope with 
change and to rise to a challenge. From bubbles to bunting, lockdown to lift off, we have 

all been on a roller coaster of a journey over the last 
nine months, but once again the amazing community, 
which is LVS Ascot, has been a thriving and positive 
place to be. 

Our pupils have been remarkable, adapting to the return 
to school in September so well and then being resilient 
to the disappointment of being at home from January 
to March. As adults we so often underestimate the 
ability of our children to cope with change and to rise 
to a challenge and if we ever needed reminding of just 
how incredible our little people are then the pandemic, 
and all its changes and restrictions, has demonstrated 
it in abundance. 

Over the course of this year we have introduced a new 
way of delivering the curriculum, immersing our pupils 
in themes to enable them to become experts, make 
contextual links across subjects and to take ownership 
of their learning through questioning and blended 
learning. I have enjoyed numerous visits to my office, 
sharing their excitement and learning which has been 
uplifting and incredibly rewarding. As we move into 
the new year, we hope to be able to share much 
more of this with you in person through our 
showcase events. 

Congratulations to all the award winners in this brochure, 
you are all deserving winners and should feel proud of your 
achievements. To all our other pupils – the vast majority – 
congratulations to you all as well. Every single one of you 
has so many reasons to feel accomplished, whether in the 
classroom, on the sports fields or out in the community. 
Each year that passes brings new challenge and opportunity 
and, as we enter a new school year in September, I would 
like to see you all reach for the stars to be the best that you 
can be. Try not to be afraid of not being the best, or the first 
or the strongest, but celebrate each step you take on the 
journey to becoming a confident, independent and inspired 
young adult. Everyone at LVS Ascot is here to support and 
encourage everything that you attempt, and only by stepping 
outside what you know now can you become all that you 
are capable of in the future. 
 
Rachael Cox  
Head of LVS Ascot Infant & Junior School

Last year I commented in this very same brochure that every year is unique 
and once again the academic year 2020/21 has proved to stand alone in the 
experiences it has brought.

We feel very lucky to have found boarding at LVS Ascot. It has given our 
son and our daughter the chance for a wonderful stable education with 
amazing opportunities, brilliant supportive staff and lifelong friendships.

thank you…
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Award  Name

The Anita Adams Award for Progress throughout the Infant School Ethan Loader

The Anita Adams Award for Achievement throughout the Infant School Emily McKee

The Anita Adams Award for Challenge Ella Lovejoy-Cornelius

The Anita Adams Award for Challenge Benjamin Heimann

Anita Adams Prize Mathematics Oliver Brasier

Anita Adams Prize for Science Benjamin Coveney

Progress Simmonds Class Savannah Fan

Achievement Simmonds Class Joshua Guy

Progress Peake Class Ocean Young

Achievement Peake Class Mariia Semeniuk

Progress Seacole Class Tom Bishop

Achievement Seacole Class Ruby O’Shea

Progress Teresa Class Rory McSwiney

Achievement Teresa Class Prisha Hooda

Progress Attenborough Class Drew Stewart

Progress Dahl Class Tabitha Denning

Achievement Attenborough Class Alexia Callizo Lloria

Achievement Dahl Class Benjamin Cleall

Progress Franklin Class Joseph Olateru

Progress Parks Class Henry Lewis

Achievement Franklin Class Avaani Bains

Achievement Parks Class Layla McKee

Progress Syed Class Grace Wan

Progress Gates Class Mehar Vohra

Progress Brunel Class Yahia Kamal

Achievement Syed Class Caleb Jumna

Achievement Gates Class Anton Travin

Achievement Brunel Class Florence Pendlebury 

The Trustee Prize for Progress Hawking Class Tyler Houston

The Trustee Prize for Progress Adams Class Penny Vincent

The Trustee Prize for Progress Mandela Class Amber Hamilton-Martin

The Trustee Prize for Achievement Hawking Class Eliot Cameron

The Trustee Prize for Achievement Adams Class Tilly Kirkham

The Trustee Prize for Achievement Mandela Class James Davies

The Alan Quinn Prize for Head Boy Oliver Brasier

The Alan Quinn Prize for Head Girl Ella Lovejoy-Cornelius

Prize for Humanities Annabella Burton

The Knowland Prize for English Emily Strange

The Edgar Lewis Prize for PE/Games Charlie Gowing

The Clements Prize for the Arts Chloe Norgate

The Presentation College Memorial Award for Science - Girl Holly Johnston

The Presentation College Memorial Award for Science - Boy Evan Cleall

The Royal Masonic Award Amelia Hamilton-Martin

WoW Careers Competition Award - Years 0-2 Georgy Sichinava - Year 2

WoW Careers Competition Award - Years 3-6 Eva Salmon - Year 5
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Named Prizes
Edgar Lewis Prize for PE / Games
Ex-pupil Edgar Lewis, who was a keen sportsman, established  
this award for progress and involvement in sport.

The Alan Quinn Prize for Head Boy & Head Girl
An LVS pupil from 1947-1958, Alan Quinn always felt he had so much to thank  
the school for, that he wished to give something back to support future pupils.

The Anita Adams Prizes
Awarded by Chairman of LVS Ascot Governing Body for Mathematics,  
Science, Key Stage 1 Progress and Key Stage 1 Achievement.

The Trustee Prize for Year 6 Achievement & Progress
In memory of an ex-pupil.

Those named prizes not listed are given through the generosity of a company, an individual or family, in recognition 
of student achievement or in remembrance of a person connected to the school. If you would like to sponsor a prize, 
please contact the Licensed Trade Charity Office on 01344 884440 or email info@ltcharity.org.uk
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Celebration Day
Infant and Junior School

Programme for Infant and Junior School
• Welcome by Senior School Heads of School:  

Edik Shaw, Lawrence Bland and Maisie Steams

• Address: Chair of Governors, Anita Adams

• Prize giving

• Reception class celebration

• Year 6 Dictionary and Junior School Diploma presentation

• Address: Head of Infant and Junior School, Rachael Cox

• Address: IJS Head Boy, Oliver Brazier and Head Girl, 
Ella Lovejoy-Cornelius
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President’s Day
Years 7-9

Outstanding Academic Achievement Award  Name

Melbourne Effort Prize, Biology,  
Performing Arts, Physics Sophie Haywood

Kennington Effort Prize, Design  
Technology and Mathematics Jack Lines

Coburg Effort Prize, English, History,  
Computing and Commendation Prize Rosie Robertson

 
Award  Name

Brake Effort Prize Scarlett Flynn

Buchanan Effort Prize William Brotherston

Hart Effort Prize Roope Obhi

Art and Design Emilio Comas

Chemistry Sam Baker

French  Zoe Latham

Geography Cora Merriman

Philosophy Teddy Ellinor-Wheeler

Physical Education Boy Harrison Broderick 

Physical Education Girl Neve Clarke

Spanish William Brotherston

Food Preparation and Nutrition George Shaw

Year 7 Award  Name

The Spirit of LVS - Art  Ammiel Meer

The Spirit of LVS - Academic Ibrahim Bhurawala

The Spirit of LVS - Academic Ethan Darius

The Spirit of LVS - Academic Laila Purba

The Spirit of LVS - Academic Olutumilola Folorunso

The Spirit of LVS - Academic Anna Weiner

The Spirit of LVS - Academic Maxwell Payne

The Spirit of LVS - Academic Harry Eccles

The Spirit of LVS - Academic Kyle Roberts

The Spirit of LVS - Academic Benjamin Coveney

The Spirit of LVS - Academic Evan Cleall

The Spirit of LVS - Academic Emily Strange

The Spirit of LVS - Academic Chloe Jennings

The Spirit of LVS - Sports Freddy Murphy

The Spirit of LVS - Sports Eliot Cameron

The Spirit of LVS - Sports Charlie Gowing

The Spirit of LVS - Sports Izzy Campbell

The Spirit of LVS - Sports Lola Williamson 

The Spirit of LVS - Performing Arts Charlotte Gairdner-Mihell

The Spirit of LVS - Performing Arts Addy Hutchinson-Dunn

The Spirit of LVS - Performing Arts Elizabeth Bennett

The Spirit of LVS - Performing Arts Chloe Norgate

The Spirit of LVS - Performing Arts Emily Strange

The Spirit of LVS - Performing Arts Chloe Jennings

Year 7 Scholarships Outstanding Academic Achievement Award   Name

English, Computing and Mathematics Mia James

Design Technology, Physical Education  
and Commendation Prize Evie Morris

Buchanan Effort Prize,  
Philosophy and Religion Harry Sampson

 
Award  Name

Brake Effort Prize Freya Murphy

Coburg Effort Prize Kseniia Iurina

Hart Effort Prize Prashant Gauchan

Kennington Effort Prize Oliver Cheesman

Melbourne Effort Prize and  
The Royal Masonic Award Eshaan Sinha

Commendation Award Mariam Kamal

Art and Design and Biology Rebeca Amaris Molina 

Chemistry and Physical Education - Boy Finn Webster

Food Preparation and Nutrition Harrison Powell

French Daniel Pickard

Geography and Commendation Award Liwen Ning 

History Syanil Gurung

Performing Arts Isobel Hayden

Physics James Cervo

Spanish Shivam Ruparelia

WoW Careers Competition Award Orla Clarke

Year 8 Outstanding Academic Achievement Award  Name

Brake Effort Prize, English  
and Performing Arts Ava Murray

Biology, French, Geography  
and Physical Education Poppy Perry

History, Philosophy and Religion  
and Commendation Prize Jaelyn Jumna

 
Award  Name

Buchanan Effort Prize Dan Prince

Coburg Effort Prize and Art and Design Alexandra Ayer

Hart Effort Prize Stephen Caulfield

Kennington Effort Prize Sam Vlatas

Melbourne Effort Prize Monty Latimer

Commendation Award Noah Trend

Chemistry Abigail Gartside

Design Technology Daniel Boghossian

Food Preparation and Nutrition Oliver Robinson

Computing Timothy Wild

Mathematics and Physics Esa Naarani

Physical Education - Boy Miles Denning

Spanish Taylor Clarke

Year 9

Programme for Senior School
• Welcome by Senior School Heads of School:  

Edik Shaw, Lawrence Bland and Maisie Steams

• Address: Chair Of Governors, Anita Adams

• Prize giving

• Solo by Ava Murray: ‘No one knows who I am’ 
from Jekyll and Hyde by Frank Wildhorn

• Address: Principal, Christine Cunniffe

• Address: Senior School Heads of School, Edik Shaw, 
Lawrence Bland and Maisie Stearns
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President’s Day
Years 10-13

Outstanding Academic Achievement Award  Name

Melbourne Effort Prize, Computing, Music  
and The Cecilia Smiga Memorial Prize Thomas Haywood

Kennington Effort Prize,  
English Language and History Angelina Yu

Mathematics, Physical Education and Physics Arthur Bole

Coburg Effort Prize, Geography  
and Economics Dennis Cantrell

 
Award  Name

Brake Effort Prize and Trilogy Science Lotte Hoad

Buchanan Effort Prize Abhas Gurung

Hart Effort Prize Jabari Richards

Art and Design and EAL Prize  
for Excellent Progress Simon Yang

Biology Neveen Adhia

Business Dan Edwards

Chemistry Harriet Wilson

Drama and Philosophy Chloe Barlow

Design and Technology Maya Dagan

English Literature Aimee Millington

Food Science and Nutrition Grace Fisher

French  Rodrigo Oxley

Media Studies Archie Ingram

Photography and Commendation Prize Sam Johnston

Spanish Tom Plummer-Colom

BTEC Sport Oliver Bland

Textiles and Commendation Prize Elizaveta Cherikova

EAL Prize for Excellent Progress Stephy Chan

Year 10

Outstanding Academic Achievement Award  Name

Drama, Spanish and Commendation Prize Maddie Spencer

English Language, Philosophy, The Edgar  
Lewis Prize for Physical Education,  
The Christoper Capel Award, The Chilvers 
Community Spirit Award Gauri Santosh

 
Award  Name

Brake Effort Prize Polly Westbury

Buchanan Effort Prize and History Maya Mignot

Coburg Effort Prize Isabella Izod

Hart Effort Prize Rachael Lea

Kennington Effort Prize and  
Contribution to Boarding Ben Morath

Melbourne Effort Prize Izzy Cox

Art and Design and English Literature Charlotte Reid

Biology Rohan Sisodiya

Business Leah Berry

Chemistry Connor Plummer-Colom 

Computing Joshua Keedy

Design and Technology Lachlan Topham

EAL Prize for Excellent Progress Evgeniy Lialin

Food Technology Harriet Stirling

French  Keira Landew

German Serena Kaul

ICT  Jack Murphy

Mathematics Cody Tang

Media Studies and Geography Daisy Aridag

Music and The Hitchcock Prize  
for Contribution to Music William Brooke

Philosophy and Physics Vidhi Pankhania

Photography Charlotte Green

BTEC Sport Thomas Pilkington

Textiles Olivia Marven

Trilogy Science Tilly Stearns

Economics Murium Mohammed

EAL Prize for Excellent Progress Alena Goliana

Year 11

Gavin Gurung

Riken Gurung

Anshul Salaria 

Abhas Gurung

Tan Pitak

Jabari Richards

Yedim Limbu

Alvin Gurung

Hejhan Ale Magar 

Samuel Malla

Jenish Pun

Elizaveta Chernikova

Ekaterina Kachur

Stephy Chan

Hanna Lichtenberg

Boarding Prefects

Outstanding Academic Achievement Award   Name

Biology, Featherstone-Clark award  
for EPQ, Mathematics, Physics and  
The Graham Jones Prize for Science Kiertan Solanki

French, Further Mathematics,  
Brake Effort Prize and History Bethan Newell

German, Economics and  
Commendation Prize Simon Oswald

 
Award  Name

Buchanan Effort Prize Charlotte Powell

Coburg Effort Prize and Music Charlotte Bell

Hart Effort Prize Sumiksha Rana

Kennington Effort Prize Victoria Beattie

Melbourne Effort Prize and Philosophy Elliot Dickinson

Art  Jo Brady

Business Studies Kian Saadat Dehghan

Chemistry Prajil Shreesh

Computer Science Alexander Seidel

Criminology Maisie Talbot

Drama  Madeline Luurtsema

English Literature Maya Kara

Geography Samantha Rathbone

Politics James Barnard

Law  Tram Phan

Media Studies Constance Bole

Photography Joel Warren

Physical Education  Elliott Lowrie

Psychology Laila Ahmed

Product Design Cristobal Esquivel Zabib

Spanish Federico Pepe

Sport - BTEC Nicholas Anson-Esparza

Textiles Shelley Duggal

WoW Careers Competition Award Shelley Duggal

Award  Name

Head Boy Kiertan Solanki

Head Girl Maya Kara

Head Boarder Jenish Pun

Sports  Elliott Lowrie

Diversity Bethan Newell

Sixth Form Constance Bole

Eco  Evie Melhuish

Performing Arts Charlotte Bell

Performing Arts Victoria Beattie

Wellbeing  Lucy Trend

Academic Tom Talbot

Mental Health Marcia Karavis

Charity Laila Ahmed

International Simon Oswald

International Yarik Krasnov

Kennington Rudy Livingstone-Learmonth

Kennington Joel Warren

Hart  Sumiksha Rana

Hart  Eve Thompson

Coburg Sam Antippa

Coburg Cristobal Esquivel-Zabib

Buchanan Charlotte Powell

Buchanan Alex Fernandez-Poulopoulos

Brake  Jo Brady

Brake  James Milligan

Melbourne Elliot Dickinson

Melbourne Shelley Duggal

Year 12 Sixth Form Prefects

Programme for Senior School
• Welcome by Senior School Heads of School:  

Edik Shaw, Lawrence Bland and Maisie Steams

• Address: Chair of Governors, Anita Adams

• Prize giving

• Solo by Charlotte Bell: ‘Wishing you were somehow here with 
me’ from Phantom of the Opera by Andrew Lloyd-Weber

• Address: Principal, Christine Cunniffe

• Address: Senior School Heads of School:  
Edik Shaw, Lawrence Bland and Maisie Stearns
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Sixth Form Award: These awards can range from 20% 
- 50% off day fees and are awarded to students joining 
our Sixth Form and who excel in one or more academic/
vocational subject and who contribute significantly to 
school life.

To apply: You should submit a letter to Mrs Christine 
Cunniffe indicating why you feel you are a suitable 
candidate and outline the benefits you will gain  
from an award. The letters will be used along with 
recommendations from your tutor and/or subject 
teacher/s. Please submit an application form to the 
Director of Admissions at admissions@lvs.ascot.sch.uk 
by the 1st November.

Parents: Please write to Mrs Christine Cunniffe directly  
if you would like to add any comments in support of 
the application that is not addressed in your child’s 
letter. This is not a formal requirement to be considered 
for an award.

Licensed Trade Discounts: LVS Ascot is owned and 
managed by the Licensed Trade Charity. Our first school 
opened in 1803 to educate children with parents from 
the licensed drinks trade and we continue to support 
licensed drinks trade people and offer discounted rates. 
If you have worked in the licensed drinks trade, full-time 
(or the equivalent of ), for 5 years, you could be entitled 
to a 20% discount.

The Charity also offers Senior School Scholarships 
for families in the licensed drinks trade, for entry 
into any year in Senior School. To find out more 
information about Scholarships and Bursaries 
contact admissions@lvs.ascot.sch.uk 

Sydney Bremner

William Brooke

Izzy Cox

Peter Davy

Harrison Diack

Simran Gill

Amon Gurung

Amy Harrington-Cook

James Hazzard

Grace Hogan

Jessica Holmes

Isabella Izod

Joshua Keedy

Sam Langley

Audrey Llewelyn

Jack Murphy

Vidhi Pankhania

Amelia Preston

Charlotte Reid

Vladimir Rtishchev

Tilly Stearns

Callum Thompson

Maddie Spencer

Sixth Form ‘Spirit of LVS Ascot Awards’ 

Award  Name

The Petter Modern Foreign Language Award for Dual Linguist Callum Thompson

The Presentation College Memorial Awards To be announced in August

The Presentation College Memorial Awards To be announced in August

The LRC Prize for Outstanding Commitment Kseniia Pavlova

The Scott Bat for Most Improved Cricketer Not awarded 2021

The Head of Boarding Prize Edik Shaw

The Outdoor Pursuits Cup - Leadership Rebecca Wild

Whole School Prizes

Outstanding Academic Achievement Award Name

George Kent Prize for ICT,  
Business Studies and Photography Charlie Dodd

The Bill Goldsmith Memorial Prize for  
Contribution to Sport, BTEC Sport  
and Food and Nutrition Amy Price

Physical Education, Geography,  
Commendation Prize and The  
Graham Evan Prize for Head Girl Maisie Stearns

The Chairman’s prize for Mathematics,  
Physics, Commendation Prize and  
The Gifford Prize for School Science Robert Whitty

 
Award  Name

Buchanan Effort Prize, Media and  
The Smalley Prize for Head Boy Lawrence Bland

Brake Effort Prize Isabella Pini

Coburg Effort Prize and Spanish Ellie Neal

Hart Effort Prize Eve Parry Jones

Kennington Effort Prize Olivia Martinoli Issler

Award  Name

Melbourne Effort Prize and Economics Matthias Temmink

Art (The Corlett Scholarship) Somto Unigwe

Biology and The Outdoor Pursuits  
Award for Achievement Hugh Boorman

Chemistry Jack Stenson

Computer Science (BII prize) Samuel Yates

Criminology Sukina Raja

English Literature Aimee Gorslar

French, Psychology and  
The Ives Prize for History Lachlan Thompson

History and Philosophy Logie Webster

The Peter Veal Law Prize Stephanie Hazzard

Music  Alexandra Skachko

Product Design Amirkasra Dadbakhsh

Statistics Sandy Young

Further Mathematics Jacob Smith

Principal’s Award for  Evan Easty,  
Outstanding Contribution  Oliver Martinoli Issler 
to Mental Health initiatives and Frances Chappell

Year 13

Our three children are spread across three boarding Houses at 
LVS, but each feel at home and thoroughly enjoy the LVS boarding 
community. All the LVS boarding staff are fantastic as one team – 
supporting and guiding our children, and making boarding life the 
fun it should be. We can’t recommend boarding at LVS more highly!

thank you…

“



A reflection into 
a year in boarding
Throughout the past academic year, boarding at LVS 
Ascot has continued to provide a caring and nurturing 
environment for our resident pupils. This has been 
enriched by our outstanding team of boarding staff, 
who have needed to be flexible and adaptable due to 
the rapidly changing environment and the challenges 
presented to our UK and international community. 
Calm has prevailed throughout.

Boarding has certainly met and surpassed the endless 
challenges we all have had to endure, having remained 
opened since August 2020 to support our international 
community, through hosting them for quarantine and 
for all half term holidays. This has not been easy for our 
pupils, with some not having been home since last 
Christmas. Nevertheless, the sheer resilience shown 
by everybody in boarding is nothing but praiseworthy. 

The time we have all spent together throughout periods 
of lockdown and isolation without much time to prepare 
is a testament to how everybody in boarding and across 
our school has pulled together when needed. This has 
ranged from the tremendous support from our domestic 
services, maintenance teams, transport and from our 
catering department. Boarding is a team effort and the 
children within our four boarding houses have pulled 
together to support one another without fail each time. 
This also includes the support and praise that we have 
received from our boarding parents and guardians. 
Establishing effective communication between home 
and the boarding house is always paramount, in fostering 
trust and ensuring our pupils thrive while living away. 

When I reflect on how much we have achieved despite 
physically not being on-site for most of the past year, the 
boarding community has continued to support our pupils 
at home and abroad. LVS Connected has provided a means 
to keep continuity of education for those pupils who could 
not return from overseas and not only have we enjoyed a 
full academic timetable but our daily online activities such as 
live bingo nights, Kahoot competitions, bake offs and fitness 
training streamed from the theatre has meant we have been 
able to keep together and support each other through this 
world-wide pandemic. We have continued to provide an 
outreach to all our boarders. We are a family regardless of 
geographical location and we have fought to maintain this 
family throughout.

The opportunity to get to know the children for who they 
are as individuals, without the demands of a busy school day 
has been truly a positive and rewarding time. Something so 
unique, which helps to distinguish our boarding provision 
from our pastoral care during the school day. 

When I look forward to the new academic year and with 
a new opportunity to start afresh and plan for what will 
be both a challenging but exciting time, I am energised 
with the potential that boarding at LVS Ascot has to offer. 
This is our time to shine and to show off the wonderful 
facilities and experience we have to offer. A home from 
home with amazing opportunities in both an academic 
and pastorally supporting environment is something 
that a boarding education has to offer our young people. 
A visit to boarding is always welcomed! 

Bradley Hunt
Assistant Head/Head of Boarding
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LVS has provided our son with a perfect mix of pastoral and educational encouragement, guidance and structure which has 
really helped him to develop and grow into a confident, capable and engaging young person. We love the fact that the staff 
have spared no effort in getting to know him and his needs in and out of the classroom; their communication, approachability 
and openness to us as parents have made us feel involved and part of the LVS community every step of the way. Our son 
feels totally secure, at home and loves the sense of community, belonging and loyalty in his house; to be entrusted to 
take on leadership and responsibility roles has been a real high point for him. We know that our son’s full potential will be 
unlocked by LVS and very highly recommend it to anyone who is looking for a brilliant school for their child.

thank you…
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We have worked together as a whole school for a number 
of events, including; Children in Need, Comic Relief 
and the Captain Tom Foundation. We even ran a few 
competitions amongst these for best dressed and even 
‘Just for Laughs’ videos, which showcased our students 
creativity and imagination.

One student deserves a special mention and that is 
our Head Boy Lawrence Bland. He created and hosted 
a Zoom quiz, which certainly got the young and old 
brain cells exercised. A fun evening was enjoyed by 
all who participated.

The generosity of school community really shone through 
in our two huge foodbank donations to the Trussell Trust in 
Bracknell. Foodbanks have literally been life saving during 
this pandemic, with more people needing to turn to them. 
These collections really inspired our sixth formers and they 
became a great example to the rest of the school.

I would like to thank everyone for their contributions 
to our charity events this year, every little bit makes 
a big difference when we work together. In total we 
raised £5,914.61.

Mrs Carol Robinson

Fundraising events
• MacMillan Cake Sale (Senior School) – £638.07
• Save the Children / Christmas Jumpers (Senior School) – 

£163
• The Children’s Society Christingle (Junior School) – 

£421.42 
• Bobby Moore Football Shirt Friday (Senior School) – £303
• Children in Need (Whole School) – £1,098.75
• Lawrence Bland Head Boy’s Quiz for NHS Charities  

(Whole School) – £1,140
• 100 Challenge (Junior School) – £170
• Brain Tumour Research (Junior School) – £158.55
• Comic Relief (Whole School) – £911
• National Day of Reflection (Senior School) – £295
• Captain Tom Foundation (Whole School) – £385.82
• 100 Challenge for Captain Tom Foundation 

(Senior School) – £230
• We also had two hugely generous and successful 

Food Bank collections, one at harvest time and 
another at Christmas

Here at LVS Ascot, our community activity plays a huge 
role in our success. It’s an opportunity to connect even 
further with our pupils and parents, and with our recent 
fundraising success and TV appearances, there’s never 
a dull day. Read on to find out more and to hear about 
the PTA, World of Work and our Alumni – just three of 
the groups we have at LVS Ascot. 

World of Work
The WoW (World of Work) Group  
started out with LVS Ascot parents,  
teachers, career advisors and our  
Principal discussing the changing  
world of work and how we can  
better prepare our students for it.

We now believe that we can take it further and tap into 
the business experience of our parent body. Imagine a 
business network at our school gate, not just for us, but 
for our  children – that complements the curriculum 
and brings their studies to life through work.

So, the WoW Group is now open to any parent who 
has any business experience. Let’s support each other 
as business peers and add value to the school and our 
students. Through the WoW Group, we can inspire and 
guide our children into finding their place in the world 
of work, whether that’s when they leave LVS Ascot at 16 
or 18, or following continued studies or work schemes. 
For more information follow us at ‘LVS Ascot World of 
Work’ on LinkedIn.com

LVS Charity Events 2020/21
Even though we as a school community have not been 
together physically for the whole of the 2020-21 academic 
year, we have still done an incredible job to support local 
and big charities.

The pandemic has made us rethink how we do things 
in many ways and we have adapted and adopted new 
systems to raise precious funds and also keep ourselves 
safe. Through our ‘goodie box’ cake sale system we raised 
even more for MacMillan Cancer Support than previous 
years and the whole event helped to bring our newly 
formed tutor group bubbles together. An initiative that 
we have also used to support Thames Hospice, with all 
of the six Houses coming together for this cause.

The LVS Ascot 
community

LVS Ascot PTA
Our PTA covers both the LVS Ascot Infant & 
Junior School and Senior School. Our aim is 
to raise funds for the school to benefit pupils, 
parents and staff, and ultimately bring everyone 
together. We run a number of events throughout 
the year, including social events for pupils and 
parents, regular second-hand clothing sales and 
the Christmas Fair. Over the past few years, we’ve 
used the money raised through the PTA to fund 
or part-fund a wide range of projects.

You can follow our PTA on Twitter: @LVSAscotPTA 
to see regular updates or to be part of our fantastic 
team email us at pta@lvs.ascot.sch.uk 

LVS Ascot Alumni
We love giving our former students a chance 
to stay in the LVS Ascot community by joining 
our Alumni network. More information can be 
found on the dedicated page on our website 
www.lvs.ascot.sch.uk/lvs-alumni

All information correct at time of print – June 2021
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